ANIMAL FACE-OFF
12 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2004 / ID: 24618
To find the ultimate fighting machine, scientists convert the strongest and deadliest animal warriors into bio-mechanical beasts in a cyber-world. Scientific experts assist with design and behavior, as the animals strengths are measured and their weaknesses exposed. The data from these tests will be uploaded to a virtual battlefield where the two cyber-beasts will fight.

CORWIN’S QUEST
Series: 13 x 60; Specials: 3 x 120 / Animal Planet / 2005 / ID: 108435
Jeff Corwin travels the globe in search of the world’s most interesting animals. Jeff’s doing more than just watching; it’s his quest to truly experience the animals’ wild lives. Corwin’s Quest combines the best of Jeff’s fun and engaging on-screen personality with stunning cinematic style that reveals the biology and behavior of an incredible array of beasts.

FOOLED BY NATURE
26 x 30 / Animal Planet / 2006 / ID: 117601
Witness the most extraordinary stories from the wild where the truth is often stranger than fiction. But can you really believe what you see? This fun series brings you the most extraordinary stories from the wild, including one that is not real. Will you be able to tell the fake from the facts?

JAWS & CLAWS
19 x 30 / Discovery Kids / 1999 / ID: 75443
Hosts Kelli and David journey through cyberspace to explore different aspects of the animal kingdom. From great white sharks to prides of lions, from Australian crocodiles to African wild dogs, they journey with predators to uncover how they hunt, live and survive.

ZACH’S ULTIMATE GUIDE
13 x 30 / Discovery Kids / 2002 / ID: 86331
Ever meet a shark that can walk? Or live through a tornado, flash flood and hurricane all on the same day? Zach has, and as host of Zach’s Ultimate Guide, viewers are introduced to the most riveting facts and breath-taking footage on natural phenomenon and animals in the wild. With a sense of humor, genuine interest and style, Zach proves that smart is cool.

JEFF CORWIN UNLEASHED
13 x 30 / Discovery Kids / 2003
Go wild – Jeff Corwin style – as he explores, educates, endears and entertains animals and humans alike. Whether he’s three feet away from a six-ton elephant in Tasmania or getting snugly with a boa constrictor in South America, Corwin will go anywhere and do anything to find the world’s most beautiful and exotic creatures.

ADVENTURE CAMP
Series 1–2: 28 x 30 / Discovery Kids / 2002 / ID: 87002
Eight kids enjoy the experience of a lifetime as they become junior zookeepers at Florida’s SeaWorld. The kids grow and encounter life-changing experiences while learning and interacting with fish, birds, marine mammals and themselves.

KENNY THE SHARK
Kenny is an animated shark who leaves the water to investigate life on land. Kat, a precocious nine-year-old girl, discovers him at the store and it’s “love at first sight.” Together, Kat and Kenny explore the world, get in to trouble and learn all the ups and downs of being a kid!
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